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I. INTRODUCTION

A The Statement of the Problem

Will teacher training and development of a teacher resource packet and kit

increase teachers' use of outdoor teaching sites along the Lower Wisconsin River

and ultimately promote environmental awareness and sensitivity in K-2 children of

the Sauk Prairie area?

B. Rationale

The Sauk-Prairie School District is fortunate to have access to a

remarkable resource - The Lower Wisconsin State Riverway. The Wisconsin River is rich

in local history and is an important natural resource. The Native Americans traveled in

their birch bark canoes and planted corn in the prairies. Tl:\e fur trappers and traders

followed the river bringing pelts and furs. The first explorers navigated the river when

discovering a new land and searching for the Mississippi River. The Wisconsin River also

provides a habitat for a variety of animals-eagles soar here, paddlefish lurk the waters,

beavers gnaw on the river edge and mussels hold on to the bottom of the river. The flora

and fauna are rich in diversity due to the variety of plant communities in the river valley.
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The geological history formations are evident in the sandstone bluff and glacial

remains. The recreation benefits are numerous ranging from boating, fishing, swimming

and wildlife viewing.

Aesthetic inspiration provides an impetus for artists, poets, film

makers and regional writers such as August Derleth.

These river resources could be valuable to the educational process of increasing

environmental awareness and sensitivity in children. The river provides a natural setting

which is relative to children's lives because their community surrounds the river. The river

excursions allow for learning in an outdoor setting which can provide early exposure to

nature. Teachers can act as role models of environmental ethics to children when leading

field trips to the river.

Many environmental leaders ( Tanner, 1980) claim their sensitivity

towards the environment stems from early exposure to nature and chances to explore

and wonder.

Too frequently our children are not allowed

natural areas inspired by their own natural curiosity.

&>

romp and roam through

This study will address the

importance of early exposure of students to outdoor areas and use of teachers as role

models of environmental ethics as critical elements in the formation of environmental

sensitivity in young children. Developing techniques and strategies to utilize the Lower

Wisconsin State Riverway and training for K-2 teachers will hopefully allow children to be
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inquisitive, to wonder, to explore and to reflect on a remarkable resource - The Lower

Wisconsin Scenic Riverway.

c. Goals and Objectives
The subproblems:

The first subproblem was to analyze and interpret factors that would influence

teachers in utilizing the Lower Wisconsin State Riverway (LWSR) in their curriculum from

data previously gathered by the Department of Natural Resources (DNR), as well as data

from Sauk-Prairie K-2 teachers' surveys.

The second subproblem was to identify the cultural and natural resource sites

of the LWSR that have potential for field experiences for K-2 children and provide

background information about each site to K-2 Sauk-Prairie teachers.

The third subproblem was to develop educational strategies and techniques

which might develop environmental awareness and sensitivity in children and to train K-2

teachers to implement these strategies.

The fourth subproblem was to develop teachers' environmental sensitivity and

knowledge of basic ecological concepts about the LWRS through an inservice.
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The fifth subproblem was to evaluate teachers' opinions of the training

techniques and subsequent utilization by the teachers of the LWSR in the school

curriculum.

The Hypothesis

The first hypothesis was that factors could be identified that will influence K-2

teachers to utilize the LWSR as a resource for their curriculum.

The second hypothesis was that providing background information about

identified outdoor sites will increase teachers awareness and knowledge about LWSR

and its potential for integration within their curriculum.

The third hypothesis was that training teachers in environmental educational

strategies, instruction and techniques to foster environmental awareness and sensitivity

will increase use of the LWSR as an outdoor teaching site.

The fourth hypothesis was that training teachers' in basic ecological concepts

will increase their knowledge and confidence to utilize of the LWSR in their curriculum.

The fifth hypothesis was that evaluation of teachers' opinions of training and

utilization of the LWSR in school curriculum may provide feedback to the success of the

project.

The Delimitations
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The study will not attempt to include all the possible natural resources in the

LWSR area as a teaching site.

The study will be limited to K-2 teachers and classrooms in Sauk-Prairie School

District.

o. The Definition of Terms
Framework - is an organizational method of strategies which can be transferred

and duplicated in different natural settings.

Environmental Awareness - is an environmental educational objective for

students to acquire a sensitivity and awareness to the environment and develop the ability

to perceive and discriminate among stimuli.

Environmental Ethics - is an environmental educational objective for students to

acquire a set of values and feelings of concern for the environment which provides the

commitment to environmental improvements.

Abbreviations

.LWSR - is an abbreviation for Lower Wisconsin Scenic Riverway

.D.NR - an abbreviation for Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
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II. REVIEW OF PRIOR LITERATURE

A

Factors affecting Environmental Sensitivity
"I was brought up in a small damp house which backed into a river. We always

had old boats and escape was to row along the river, watch ducks and go fishing - just to

be quiet." quotes Nabham and Trimble in The Geography of Childhood. 1994.

This example illustrates some of the factors that influence environmental

sensitivity which are confirmed by research.

Tanner (1980) found· the single most

influential factor was spending time outdoors, usually as a child. Palmer (1993) continued ·

to look at additional factors and confirmed the importance of the outdoor experience

usually coupled with a significant adult. Peterson and Hungerford (1981) concluded these

experiences need to be continuous and of a young age.

Again, role models, are

important in stimulating interest in environmental concerns.

The early years are an important period in one·s life for the formation of

environmental attitudes. Attitudes toward the environment are acquired very early in life.

Stapp (1978) feels these attitudes learned in early years are hard to alter.

The implication of these studies should influence our role as environmental

educators. Too often the outdoors is ignored as a learning environment. Field trips are

sporadic and often contain prescribed learning activities. The research seems to imply
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are aporadic and often contain prescribed learning activities.

The research seems to

imply that to develop long lasting and significant environmental sensitivity, teachers

should act as role models and give children numerous opportunities to play and explore

natural areas.

Research clearly indicates that outdoor experiences in children's early

years are critical periods for forming environmental attitudes.

K-2 teachers have the

opportunity to help shape positive environmental attitudes by increasing environmental

awareness and sensitivity in children.

Excursions to the river and other natural areas

can provide opportunities for children to explore. Teachers can be the significant adult

which children need to share outdoor experiences with.

Rachel Carson (1956) summarized this concept:

"If a child is to keep alive his inborn sense of wonder..he needs the

companionship of at least one adult who can share it, rediscovering the joy, excitement

and mystery of the world we live in:"

B. Environmental Education Training for Elementary Teachers
Teachers have a concern that they lack the necessary skills and knowledge to

teach environmental education. Teachers also identified various barriers to providing

nature experiences such as cost, safety and time (Simmons, 1993).
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Teacher training programs can produce an awareness and understanding of the

environment and equip teachers with methods and techniques to use with children.

Teacher training

can focus on local resources and local problems which involve the

community (Tillis, 1974).

The EE Tool Box - Using Community Resource Manual (Osborn, 1994) identified

barriers in using local resources. Teacher apprehension or lack of information inhibit the

use of local resources. Help in choosing the most appropriate resources and time for

researching and planning are other barriers.

Simmons ( 1993) surveyed teachers' perceptions on uses of natural areas for field

trips. She found that water environments, such as rivers, evoke highly positive reactions

in teachers as a place of preference for field trips.

In her study, teachers identified

educational activities relating to aquatic settings such as: rivers.

They listed tree

identification, observing and listening, ecosystem studies, as well as water and wildlife

studies, as possible activities.

Simmons determined that teachers also need science

equipment and field guides available to them. Teachers felt having a naturalist conduct a

class to provide background information about the natural history of the area was also

important. Preliminary visits to an area with a naturalist with possible activities for lesson

plans were also requested.

Simmons concluded that teachers need training to learn
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about what can be accomplished in these settings. This training can provide direction for

the teacher to gain background information from naturalists, lesson plans and site visits.

Hungerford ( 1988) concluded that teachers must feel comfortable in outdoor settings and

in using out of doors for instructional purposes. An understanding of ecological principles

is needed in order to teach concepts to children.

Early childhood educators are in an influential position to help cultivate a

sensitivity towards the environment and begin to develop environmental ethics with the

children. For the lower grades ·young children learn about their natural environment by

experiencing it: feeling, listening, tasting, seeing and smelling (Wilson, 1993).

The

emphasis should be on senses and feelings they have when out in nature (Wilson, 1993).

The best way to inspire teachers to

.

to give their children opportunities for

environmental exploration is to directly participate in an ootdoor experience (Stoner,

'

1986).

It can provide a motivating experience which promotes appreciation for

environmental concepts as well as expose teachers to skills and knowledge of the

environment (Stoner, 1986). Teachers must embody the knowledge, skills, and attitudes

of environmental concepts before they can develop those attributes within their students

(Hungerford, 1988).
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With these concepts in mind, providing professional development for teachers in

a outdoor setting can be an effective way to increase environmental sensitivity and

knowledge within teachers. Most teachers realize that children learn more about attitudes

and values from their observation of adult's behavior (Wilson, 1993). A river excursion

can be the impetus for teachers to act as role models showing environmental concern and

awareness.

Identifying outdoor teaching sites on the river and providing teachers with direct

site experiences can motivate teachers to utilize the sites and experiences in their

curriculum. Furnishing teachers with additional background knowledge and strategies in

environmental education can provide them with confidence to incorporate field trips to the

river.

c. Teaching Outdoors Using Field Trips
"Every community, no matter what its location or size, is a learning laboratory. It's

people; its animals and plant life; its places processes, and product are all resources for

learning." (Osborn, 1994, p.3).

Community resources can help teachers integrate environmental education into

their curricula. Local resources can strengthen community - school relations as well as

be a source of information. Community resources can spark students' interest while
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helping them learn relevant skills and concepts. Finally these local resources can expand

a teacher's knowledge (Osborn, 1994). Howe and Disinger (1988) cite research which

indicate a large amount of knowledge of environmental concepts are obtained in out-of-

school settings. Pre-instructional materials which provide an overview of field trips help

improve learning. Attitudes and values of students are also positively impacted by real-life

experiences in the environment. Howe and Disinger concluded that more out-of-school

environmental experiences are needed to help students acquire related environmental

concepts. Lisowski and Disinger (1991) looked at the effect of field-based instruction on

the understanding of ecological concepts in students. They concluded that field-based

trips in sciences are effective in assisting students' understanding and retention of

ecological concepts.

An effective way to learn about the natural environment is through direct contact

with it (Johns, Liske and Evans, 1986).

Children need the emotional experiences of

feeling the out-of-doors. This includes using all the senses-taste, smell, touch, sight and

hearing. Through these experiences and processes, attitudes toward and appreciation of

one's relationship to the land will be developed.

There are many considerations a teacher needs to ponder before or during an

outdoor teaching experience along the river. The development of environmental
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awareness in young children is definitely a shared endeavor between adults and children.

As Rachel Carson (1956) has pointed out, shared experiences with trusted adults are

essential in fostering compassion for nature. After reviewing the related literature, the

researcher cataloged recurring components that could be addressed when working with

young children. Following is a list of strategies that will help inspire the sense of wonder

and environmental awareness with children. These strategies can provide a framework to

be used at various outdoor teaching sites along the LWSR.

1.

Determine expectations of student behavi.or. Before a field trip to the

river, brainstorm with the children how they should act. Children can help establish the

rules and list the cautions to adhere to while outside (Hammerman, 1985). Be sure to

include safety precautions about the river. Make sure the children understand this

excursion is "nature study" and you want to see them study nature on the trip. Define the

boundaries or limits of the area students can explore.

2. Establish guidelines for collecting and observing nature. Children

natural collectors.

wildflowers.

are

They love to catch bugs, put rocks in their pockets and pick

The question of whether to collect some objects from natural setting is

difficult to answer. No collecting at all - simply leaving the natural environment as it is

found is advised (Project WILD-Aquatic, 1987). Some preserve areas have "no collecting"
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policies to minimize human impact. There are times when it may be instructional powerful

or appropriate to collect. Have children help decide if the consequence of their action is

worthy of the collection. Looking at an item, observing it and then returning it to the exact

same spot is the preferred method of examining nature.

3. Be a role model. Show enthusiasm by your intense personal interest and keen

alertness

(Cornell, 1979) about the river.

How you feel about nature should come

through to the children. Curiosity and caring are contagious (Lingelbach, 1986). Model

carefully replacing objects, picking up trash and respect for the environment. Show

compassion, joy and reference for the world around you and appreciation of the river and

its resources.

4. Use creative questions and answers.

Do not emphasis identification. If

you do not know an answer to a questions- just say so. It is not important to know the

names of everything - these are superficial labels

(Cornell, 1979).

A deeper

understanding will occur by examining the qualities or characteristic of an item. "What

happened here?" is an open ended question which requires children to brainstorm and

analyze their environment.

questions too.

Listen to the children's input.

Encourage children to ask

Avoid answering the "What is it?" question too soon.
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Ask children to

describe what they observe and make guesses. Encourage children to formulate their

own questions and seek their own answers.

5. Allow quiet time. Inject a little serenity in the day's excursion.

Have the

children sit very still and use their senses to soak in their surroundings of the river. Share

thoughts, feelings and observation after the quiet time. This time for quiet reflection is

another way to increase children's environmental awareness.

6. Use teachable moments. Approach the excursion with "structured flexibility",

being open to the special encounter

(Caduto & Bruchac 1991 ).

Postpone the next

planned activity and use the occasion to marvel at an event. Let the children look and

experience the river first. Save "talking" until exploring and sensing an item is complete.

Do not rob the children of their own discoveries by over-teaching and over-directing

(Lingelbach, 1986).

7. Be honest and share feelings. Admit your own fears and tell children you

want to learn more so you are not afraid (Lingelbach, 1986). Be receptive by listening

and being aware of children's reactions. Communicate your inner feelings and describe

how an object affects your feelings.

8. Promote investigations. Allow the children to experience the river with their

level of curiosity.

Let children discover what interests them and avoid directing their
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explorations. Help children focus their attention by asking questions about what they are

sensing. Does it have a smell? How does it feel? What can you see? Does it have a

sound?

These strategies should be considered by teachers when leading children in

outdoor site experiences.

" When we, as leaders, can provide an atmosphere of sensitive discovery

and direct experience, nature is able to change

wonderful ways." {Cornell, 1979).
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people's lives spontaneously, in

D. Strategies and Techniques to Increase Environmental Awareness and Promote

Environmental Sensitivity,
"Teachers need to ask what forms of early education and experiences will be

most effective in helping children develop a more caring and respectful attitude toward

their environment."

(Cohen, 1990).

According to Disinger (1986), a combination of

classroom instruction and field trips may be a very effective means to increase

environmental awareness.

River excursions can be an effective field trip to increase

environmental awareness in children. Wilson (1993) outlines a set of guidelines which ·

foster a love of nature.

One item is to involve children in frequent nature related

experiences that are positive and she cautions against excessive rules and directions.

Teachers need to demonstrate interest by being available to notice and respond to

children's exclamation of surprise.

Wilson emphasizes "sharing and doing" verses

"teaching" to introduce children to he wonders of nature. Trips to the river should be

frequent and allow time for children to share in the experience.

Voohis (1993) feels in order to preserve a long healthy life for our planet, we must

teach today's children to appreciate and respect our connection with nature.

Primary

grades are ideal places to begin teaching children their place on earth and their

responsibility for it (Smith, 1993). Simple activities are found in curriculum books and can
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be implemented easily. Activities alone are not enough to instill a positive attitude toward

the environment.

Environmental values education should supplement the activities by

promoting positive environmental attitudes and sensitivity toward the environment in

children. Just as we emphasize manners and kindness all through the school day, so too,

should environmental values be emphasized so they become part of a child's outlook and

self concept (Smith, 1993). Teachers can help children to appreciate and respect our

connection to the river through educational uses of natural areas along the river.

Learning responsibility for the earth can begin on a smaller scale by learning responsibility

for the river.

The implications of the research regarding the use of outdoor teaching sites as a

resource to increase environmental sensitivity in children are particular pertinent to K-2

teachers. Attitudes toward the environment are formed at a young age. Several factors

are identified which influence environmental sensitivity in children and need to be applied

to elementary education programs. Children need outdoor experiences in natural settings

to explore and investigate. Teachers need to incorporate outdoor experiences as part of

their curriculum.

Additionally, these outdoor experiences need to be frequent and

continuous.
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Sauk-Prairie School

District can provide children with

frequent outdoor

experiences by utilizing the Wisconsin River as an outdoor teaching resource.

These

excursions to the river should begin at a young age and need to be shared with an adult.

Teachers need professional development in order to become confident in providing

outdoor experiences to children. Identifying potential sites along the river and providing

background information will help increase teachers' knowledge of the areas. Visiting the

sites with a naturalist and providing activities for teachers to use with children also

increases teachers' confidence in teaching outdoors. Developing a framework to use at

each site provides a basis for teachers to work off of.

Various strategies relevant to

young children can also be conveyed to teachers through an inservice. Teachers can

encourage positive attitudes by being a role model to children and encourage

environmental values throughout the day.

Teachers of: young children have an

opportunistic time to positively influence and shape children's attitudes and sensitivity

toward the earth. These attitudes form the foundation upon which knowledge, action and

ethics are built. These ethics are what will guide the future of our earth.
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Ill. METHODOLOGY

The methodology of the River Excursion project is presented in this chapter. A

time line of the individual steps is outlined first, followed by treatment of each subproblem.

The time line of the steps of this project provides an overview of the process involved in

the project. Each step will be explained in detail later in the text.

A Time line
Summer 1994

1.

Met with Sauk-Prairie School district administrators to discuss project.

2.

Obtained information from DNR, local historical society and LWSR agency
about the river history, geological aspects and natural history of animals.

3.

Began literature review of related river topics, teacher inservice, and
environmental education.

4.

Met with Mark Sethne, DNR-Lower Wisconsin Riverwey Coordinator, to discuss
survey results.
(

Fall 1994

1.

Analyzed and interpreted survey to determine factors that would influence SaukPrairie K-2 teachers' utilization of the LWSR.

Winter 1995

1.

Obtained necessary district support and submitted a grant to Wisconsin
Environmental Education Board for teacher training.

2.

Continued to review literature relating to project.
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Spring 1995

1.

Compiled information booklets relating to riverway sites and topics.

2.

Developed educational kit to be used in classrooms by K-2 teachers.

Summer 1995

1.

Initiated planning of inservice for spring.

Fall 1995

1.

Attended sessions on rivers at the Wisconsin Association Environmental
Education conference.

2.

Attended graduate course on Rivers and Prairies at Viterbo College.

3.

Attended district science curriculum meetings to include river related objectives.

4.

Surveyed Sauk-Prairie K-2 teachers on current usage of the river as a resource
and assessed needs.

Winter 1996

1.

Continued planning of spring inservice based on surv~y results.

2.

Request for district Eisenhower funds were made to fund inservice.

3.

Request for inservice presenter was made to district inservice coordinator.

4.

Met with Mike Mossman to develop inservice format and agenda.
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Spring 1996

1.

Teachers recruited for inservice.

2.

Provided inservice for teachers on riverway topics.

3.

Teacher implemented river excursions

4.

Collected anecdotal records of children's river experiences.

5.

Teachers completed evaluation of inservice.

6.

Analyzed survey results.

7.

Discussed experiences with teachers.

Summer 1996

1.

Presented masters project at UW-Stevens Point.
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Treatment of the Subproblems

The following methods were used to address each of the subproblems identified

in the utilization of the Wisconsin River as an outdoor teaching resource for K-2 teachers

in the Sauk Prairie School district.

B. Subproblem One

The first subproblem was to analyze and interpret factors that would influence

teachers in utilizing the Lower Wisconsin State Riverway (LWSR).

The initial concept of using the Wisconsin River as an outdoor teaching site and
.

in the local curriculum was discussed with Greg Hu banks, · principal at Spruce Street

School in the Sauk-Prairie School District.

Three meetings were held in September,

1994, to inform the principal about the project's time line, needs, progress and

implications to curriculum.

He agreed to supply a meeting space,

equipment, Xeroxing machine and paper.

audio-visual

He was provided with an initial draft of the

project proposal and supported the general concept of the project.
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A meeting with Mary Boyd, Sauk-Prairie School District Curriculum Director, was

also conducted in September, 1994, to explain the project. The implications to the local

curriculum were explored and discussed at great length. The science curriculum was

under evaluation and the inclusion of the Wisconsin River in the curriculum's revision was

also explored. An initial draft of the project was given to Boyd for her information. She

showed support and interest for the concept by including the concept on agenda items

and encouraged its implementation.

Mark Sethne, Volunteer Coordinator for the Lower Wisconsin Riverway with the

Department of Natural Resources, was contacted in August, 1994 to discuss his Spring,

1994 survey on the utilization of the LWSR in schools. Two meetings were held to review

and discuss a survey he developed and administered to teachers to determine their

needs in using the LWSR. He was sub-contracted by Dav~Gjetson, Lower Wisconsin

Riverway Coordinator of the Department of Natural Resources, to ascertain the needs to

teachers.

Sethne developed a survey, administered and analyzed the results ( See

Appendix A). Sethne granted the author permission to use the survey and administer to

Sauk-Prairie teachers. He asked that the results be shared with him as well. Several

phone calls were held for clarification of survey results and advice on survey
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administration. Initial review of the data from Sethne indicated a small percentage of input

came from K-2 teachers.

Twenty Sauk-Prairie K-2 teachers were asked to complete the survey in

September, 1995. (See Appendix B).

Twelve of them responded and completed the

survey. Personal reminders were used to encourage teachers to complete the survey. A

handwritten note of thanks was provided to the teachers for their time and cooperation.

The survey asked teachers about their current education activities and questions were

also included regarding inservice format and topics of interest

The completed surveys were tallied and summarized (See Appendix C). These

results were sent to Sethne in May, 1996, although he is no longer employed in the

capacity previously described.

The results of the survey were used in designing the

inservice program and information packets.
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c. Subproblem Two

The second subproblem was to identify the cultural and natural resource sites of

the LWSR that have potential for field experiences for children and provide background

information about each site to teachers.

Various agencies were contacted to obtain information about river related

topics. Materials and information were acquired from the Wisconsin DNR. These

publications included fact sheets on river animals and on state natural areas found near

the river.

The Wisconsin State Historical Society was a resource for historical publications

·on river usage, logging traders, voyagers and Native Americans. Various booklets, art

prints and books were purchased from the society. These materials were included in the

information packet on the Wisconsin River for teachers. Donna Stehling of the Sauk

Prairie Area Historical Society was contacted in October, 1994. She provided several

resources on the history of the river in regards to the building of the dam, settlement of

Sauk-Prairie and Native Americans accounts. She had photos which documented the life

along the river and depicted the importance the river had to the community.
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An educational kit was developed for teachers to use with young children when

teaching river related topics. A list of materials is found in Appendix D.

The various

materials included were books, puppets, posters, art prints, videos, music cassette,

games, puzzles, postcards and coloring books. Literature and puppets on some of the

animals such as the raccoon, otter, heron, dragonfly, mussels, turtle and beaver provided

content to their natural history.

Historical topics relating to the river such as Blackhawk and Sac Indians were

included as part of the kit. Voyagers were also addressed with the photos, books and ·

songs as well as the fur trading which utilized river animals and the river as a trade

highway. Logging which used the river to transport logs was another topic addressed in

the packet.

The building of the dam and the use of paddleboats on the river were local

historical topics. Current recreational uses such as canoeing and fishing, were another

area of focus along with information on river safety.

Various curriculum areas were also covered as it related to a river theme. Poetry

and songs relating to rivers were included as well as art activities with examples of work.

Math and science activities were collected over several years from a variety of sources.

The materials were stored in a large plastic suitcase for teachers to take to their room.
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The author of this project obtained background information over several years.

Numerous books on the Wisconsin River, (See Appendix E), were read by the author. A

course through Viterbo College was completed called, River and Prairies, which

specifically related to the Wisconsin River. The Wisconsin Association of Environmental

Education Conference in the Fall of 1995 at Onalaska, Wisconsin was attended. The

theme of the conference was on rivers. Presentations on voyagers, Native Americans,

mussels, paddlefish and a field trip to a river site were attended.

This background

information provided the researcher with the awareness of the various topics relating to

the river so that an effective inservice and valuable educational kit could be developed.

D. Subproblem Three

The third subproblem was to develop strategies and techniques to foster

environmental awareness and sensitivity in children and to train teachers to implement

these strategies.

A review of literature allowed the researcher to develop a list of strategies to

consider when taking children to field sites along the river.
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This list was provided to

teachers and discussed at the inservice.

included in the teachers packet.

Additional strategies were identified and

Various options were explored to obtain funding for

inservice for teachers on the river. A grant was submitted to the Wisconsin Environmental

Education Board (WEES) in January of 1995 to fund an inservice entitled River

Excursions (See Appendix F).

The grant was request was for $4880 to be used for

consultant and director's salaries, teacher honoraria, travel expenses, meals, printing and

resource materials. The Sauk-Prairie schools agreed to provide $1450 in matching funds

for travel, printing, equipment, and conference space.

A meeting with Dr. Richard

Magnusun, Sauk-Prairie Schools District Superintendent, was held in January, 1995, to

discuss the grant and obtain his signature and willingness to provide matching-funds. The

grant outlined goals with assessment to identify and develop four outdoor teaching areas

along the Lower Wisconsin River for primary children. Compi(fltion of resources, literature

and materials would be used to integrate curriculum areas. A two-day workshop would be

given to fifteen elementary teachers to provide training and pre-site visits. A summary of

the effectiveness would be conducted.

A request for district Eisenhower funds was made in January, 1995, to pay for

speakers and materials. A local request for inservice presenter payment was made to

Nancy Breunig, district inservice coordinator, for conducting an inservice. She agreed to
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pay teachers inservice time for their participation or allow teachers to use the time as

snow-day make-up hours.

The District Curriculum Council was presented with an oral summary and

overview of the project in October, 1995. The group supported the concept of using local

resources and site visits as part of the science curriculum.

The Science Curriculum

committee, met five times during the 1995-1996 school year and discussed, in part, the

inclusion of the river in the revised science curriculum. A debate ensued about whether

river related objectives should be infused in to the recently adopted MacMillian science

series or whether a river thematic unit should be taught at targeted grades. The pros and

cons were discussed but no conclusion was reached.

An overall agreement on river

related objectives with field trips was accepted. The inclusion of other local topics, such

as prairies and Baraboo Bluffs, was also decided to be included in the revised science
'
curriculum.
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E. Subproblem Four

The fourth subproblem was to develop teacher's environmental sensitivity and

understanding of basic ecological concepts about the LWRS through an inservice with on-

site visits.

Seven meetings or phone conferences were held between January and April,

1996, with Michael Mossman, Department of Natural Resources researcher, to discuss

and develop the inservice for teachers.

Mossman was asked to speak on ecological

concepts and various topics relating to the river. He was also requested to lead field-trips

to various sites and provide teachers with background. Mossman was given a preliminary

,draft of the master's project for his own reference. A list of fopics were generated from

reviewed literature, and Mossman was requested to discuss these topics during the

inservice. Mossman and the author brainstormed a list of possible places to visit and

narrowed the list down to a workable number of sites.

Mossman provided various

handouts on geological history, historical accounts and natural area fact sheets.

Mossman developed an inservice agenda (See Appendix G), and submitted it for author's
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approval. Mossman provided a bibliography of additional books and created a slide show

which addressed geological history, ecological concepts and river related topics.

Teachers were recruited for the inservice in March 1996. An inservice approval

form was submitted to the district inservice director. A flyer (See Appendix G) was sent to

all elementary teachers in the district. The principal was asked to publicize the inservice

announcement in two weekly newsletters to the staff. The district publicized the inservice

opportunity in the district newsletter. Teachers were asked to complete·a form indicating

their desire to participate in the inservice. Participants also needed to fill out a district

inservice form for payment or snow day make-up hours.

The format of the inservice was determined by utilizing the information gleaned

from the review of literature. Two Saturdays in April, 1996, were selected to hold the

meetings. Two full days from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. were needed to cover all the topics

and site visits.

It was decided Mossman would address the informational aspect

regarding the Wisconsin River and its resources and the author would address the

educational activities relating to these topics. Mossman started with a general overview

of the river topics with a slide show.

The author pointed out and displayed the

educational kit as it related to the discussions. The first site visit was to Derleth Park

along the river bank in Sauk City. Ferry Bluff State Natural Area was a climb up a bluff
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which overlooked the Wisconsin River. Blackhawk Ridge battleground restoration project

was visited to include a historical resource. The Spring Green Preserve, which has a

sand prairie, was visited. Tower Hill State Park, along the Wisconsin River, gave a rich

historical heritage to the area.

The Mazomanie Bottoms along the river depicted a

wetland habitat and lowland forest. The Mazomanie Barrens was another sand prairie.

Mossman led the field trip to these sites and discussed their natural history while

curriculum connections were made by the author. Teachers asked many questions and

took notes. A school van was requested to transport teachers to the field-sites. The vans

were already allotted to sport events and car pooling was used instead. Teachers were

reimbursed for mileage. Teachers brought their own lunches for picnics. A reminder was

sent, dress for weather, bring binoculars and lunches, and remind them of starting place

and time.

An extensive educational packet was developed and given to each inservice

participant. The packet included information about each site with directions and maps.

Information about the natural history of animals, historical and geological information were

included. Activities, which reinforced river topics objectives were also incorporated. A list

of these materials contained in the kit are found in Appendix H. These materials were put

in a binder and each participant received a copy at the inservice.
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A list of the eighteen participants who completed the training was kept and

submitted to the district inservice director.

F. Subproblem Five

The fifth subproblem was to evaluate teachers opinions of the training techniques

experienced in the workshop and subsequent utilization of the LWSR in the school

curriculum.

Teachers were asked to complete an evaluation form on the inservice (See

Appendix I). A handwritten note was attached asking for their input and help in evaluating
-

the inservice. These results were shared with the district inService director. Additional

feedback was obtained from the director on comments .she received regarding the

inservice. Six teachers went ahead and taught a unit on the river in May, 1996. They

took field trips to many of the sites covered during the inservice. They used some of the

material in the packets. The teachers were interviewed after the field trips in May, 1996,

They were asked for samples of children's work, a list of activities they completed and

photos of their trips. Teachers were asked about the children's interest in the river topics
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and site visits.

They provided anecdotal accounts of
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children's participation.

V. RESULTS

A Teacher Survey Results
The Department of Natural Resources's Educational Needs Assessment survey

on the Lower Wisconsin Riverway was analyzed in regards to K-2 teachers (See

Appendix A). Thirty one percent of elementary teachers surveyed used DNR publications

and very few used outside speakers. Only a small percentage of elementary teachers

used riverway topics in their curriculum. Elementary teachers rated teaching activities,

curriculum framework and site descriptions as the top three concept priorities for an

inservice. The top four topics of interest were Native Americans, wildlife habitats, history

and geology of the Wisconsin River. Site specific activities, site specific descriptions and

naturalist support were the three areas of interest for elementary teachers for format of

inservice. The results of the teachers' survey are located in t~bles found in Appendix C.

Twelve out of twenty one K-2 teachers in Sauk-Prairie completed the same DNR

Needs Assessment Survey.

Inventory of Current Educational Activities
The results and interpretation of the survey are as follows:

1. Does your school district have an Environmental Education Program?
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Sixty six percent of the respondents indicated the Sauk-Prairie School district
did not have an environmental education program. All remaining thirty three percent
indicated there was no reference to the Lower Wisconsin Riverway in the curriculum
(table4.1.1). p. 81

2. Do you currently use any State provided resources in your instruction? (i.e. DNR
pamphlets or fact sheets, State Historical Society booklets, etc.)

Fifty five percent of the respondents indicated they did a.Q1 use state provided
materials(table 4.1.2). p. 81

3. Do you currently use activities from Project WILD- Aquatic, or Project Learning Tree?

Fifty eight percent of the respondents indicated they did a.Q1 use activities from
these resources (table 4.1.3). p. 81

4. Do you include guest speakers to speak on LWSR issues and topics?

Ninety two percent of the respondents indicated they did a.Qt use speakers in
the classroom (table 4.1.4). p. 81

5. Are you currently using any State Riverway topics in your curriculum?

Seventy-five percent of the respondents indicated they did not use riverway
topics in their curriculum (table 4.1.5). p. 81

6. Do you currently take field trips to the LWSR?

Eighty three percent of the respondents did a.Q1 conduct field trips to the river
(table 4.1.6). p. 81

7. Do your students currently perform any water quality testing on the Wisconsin River or
its tributaries?

No elementary teacher surveyed used water quality testing with their students
(table 4.1. 7). p. 81

8. Do your students complete any group or individual projects on the Wisconsin River?

No elementary teacher surveyed completed projects on the Wisconsin River with
their students (table 4.1.8).
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9. Please recommend any educational materials you are using that could be useful in a
riverway teacher's guide.
Field guides

10. Please recommend any Audio-visual aids you are using that could be useful in a
riverway teacher's guide.
River of 1000 Isles

Teacher's Needs Assessment

1. Would you participate in a DNR's sponsored workshop/inservice on education
possibilities for the LWSR?
One hundred percent of the teachers said they would participate in a workshop.
Sixty six percent indicated they would participate in a summer workshop.
Forty two percent would attend a two-day workshop (table 4.2). p. 82

2. What activities would best suit your needs in such a workshop?
Fifty percent of the respondents wanted guided tours, and felt this would be best
for a workshop (table 4.2.4). p. 82

3. Please rate the following topic areas on a high (3) medium (2), or low (1) priority
scale?
Site descriptions and teaching activities were the highest priority for topics on the
river (table 4.3.1). p. 83

4. Please rate the following topic areas on a high (3), medium (2), or low (1) priority
scale?
Wildlife habitats was the highest interest for topic areas. History aquatic, cultural
and social issues were all rated as the second area of topic interest for teachers (table
4.3.2). p. 84

5. Please rate the following topics on a high (3), medium (2), or low (1) priority scale
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DNR naturalist support with site specific descriptions and activities were indicated
as the most beneficial workshop topics (table 4.3.3). p.85

6. What is the most serious barrier to using the LWSR as an educational resource?
The respondents listed class size, money, safety and access as the most serious
barriers to using the LWSR as an educational resource.
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Summary of Teacher Survey Results
The K-2 teachers surveyed in Sauk Prairie indicated only two teachers use

LWSR topics in the inventory of current education activities. Currently, reference to the

river is not included in the district curriculum. The majority of the teachers do not use

state provided materials, guest speakers or activities from Project WILD. Topics on the

river are not used in the majority of the teacher's curriculum, nor are field trips utilized by

the teachers. No teacher used water quality testing or completed projects on the river.

The survey clearly indicated a lack of use of the LWSR topics in the current K-2

curriculum at Sauk-Prairie.

B. Environmental Education Grant

The Wisconsin Environmental Education Board denied the request for project

.
•

funding. They felt the project should be targeted for older students. They suggested the

sites be pre-determined in a future grant application. The process of writing the grant was

helpful to think through the projects' time line and objectives.

It helped to provide an

overview on what the project would encompass and how it would be initiated.

acted as a tool to gain support from the district superintendent.

It also

Eisenhower funding was

not approved because the money was already allotted to other individuals and projects.

c. Workshop Design
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The needs assessment portion of the survey indicated a strong desire for

inservice training. Most teachers preferred a one-day inservice in the summer. Many

teachers wanted a guided tour for workshop format.

Site descriptions and teaching

activities were the highest area of need. The topics preferred by K-2 teachers at Sauk-

Prairie were wildlife habitats, history, Native American and botany.

The low level of current use of riverway topics in curriculum and the strong desire

for training were considered when developing training. The format and topics of interest

were considered in designing the inservice agenda.

The survey was also used in

justifying the need to the district inservice director.

The ongoing communication with the principal and district curriculum coordinator

proved to be beneficial to obtaining and maintaining support for the project.

When

·financial support was needed to pay for the naturalist to-=conduct the inservice, the

groundwork was already established and money was easily obtained. Building space,

Xeroxing and equipment were needed, for the inservice

and these requests were

granted as well. The inclusion of river related objectives and use of field trips in the local

science curriculum was also positively affected by the communication with the

administration. When field trips in May, 1996, to river sites were requested by teachers,

the transportation for children was provided by the district.
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Obtaining general background information and knowledge about the Wisconsin

River was a valuable component of the project.

This information was helpful in

determining curriculum connections and educational objectives and activities. It helped in

designing a workshop which covered a variety of topics. Background information was also

helpful in determining what resources should be included in the teacher's packet and

educational kit.

The planning with Mike Mossman for the inservice was time well spent.

He

learned about the needs of teachers and supported the concept of the project. It was a

good opportunity for inter-agency collaboration and learning about what each agency can

offer.

D. Workshop Results and Evaluation

The inservice was regarded as highly effective and worthwhile.

Mossman

commented on the genuine enthusiasm and interest of the participants. Mossman offered

to do an additional inservice on the Baraboo Hills or Devil's Lake in the future. Teachers

commented that Mossman was a high quality speaker and how easily he made concepts

understood. A survey evaluation (See Appendix I) of the inservice was completed by ten

of the eighteen participants. Low return on the evaluation was attributed to the busy time

of year for teachers, unusual amount of paperwork and no formal requirement for
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teachers to complete the evaluation.

Following is a summary of the results of the

inservice evaluation.

1. Was the inservice beneficial in obtaining background information about the Wisconsin
River?

One hundred percent of the respondents indicated the inseNice was very much
beneficial indicated by rating a five on a scale of one to five.

2. Was it beneficial to have pre-visits to sites for future field trips?

One hundred percent of the respondents indicated the pre-visits as useful for
future field trips.

3. Was it beneficial to have a naturalist conduct the pre-site visits?

One hundred percent of the respondents indicated having a naturalist conduct
the pre-visits as beneficial.

4. Were curriculum connections apparent in the utilization of the Wisconsin River in the
classroom?
·

One hundred percent of the respondents indicated the curriculum
connections were apparent at the inseNice.
_

5. How likely will you be in using the information or site visits with your classroom?

Eighty percent of the respondents indicated they were very likely to use the
information or site visits in their rooms. The remaining respondents felt they taught areas
where were unable to be incorporate never related topics.

6. Do you feel it would be beneficial to include the Wisconsin River as part of the science
curriculum?

One hundred percent of the respondents felt the Wisconsin River should be a
part of the Science curriculum.
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7. Would you be interested in additional in services using the same field trip format on
other local areas?
·

All the participants were interested in additional insetvices on local areas which
could be used as outdoor teaching sites.

8. Some selected comments from the teacher participants:

"I was amazed how many teachers hadn't been to the areas"

" It was an excellent, informative and well organized insetvice. Super hand-out
materials in binder. "

"Excellent - (oo bad the weather wasn't better."

"It was a great day and I would enjoy another session on the Baraboo Hills."

"It's so good to see teacher's becoming interested in the environment they
live/teach in!

We need to do more to provide background information and provide

knowledge and suggesting ways to share that with our children."

"I enjoyed the Wisconsin River field trip very much.

Mike Mossman and Tammy

Kochaver did an outstanding job of organizing the trip. - I especially appreciated the
notebook of materials that Tammy put together which were related to the trip. A great
resource for the classroom teacher."

Summary of Workshop Evaluation Results
The results of the evaluation indicate the inservice, educational kit and resource

packet were effective in meeting the goals af the project.

It was exciting to see the

enthusiasm that the teachers had as they discovered the remarkable resource available

to them - the Wisconsin River.

The author was pleased with the fact that eighteen
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participants committed two full days to the inservice. The teachers asked many questions

and were actively involved during the inservice. The weather was less than desirable and

the teachers endured it. The inservice sparked an interest in learning more about the

river.

Follow-up discussions with teachers indicated several teachers went on to

purchase books and obtain additional information.

field-site visits could be provided in the future.
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Many teachers asked if additional

E. Teachers' Implementation of River Topics and Activities
Six teachers who used resource materials or site visits on the river in, May 1996,

were interviewed. They shared photos, examples of children's work, and comments the

children had made.

Several teachers constructed a cooperative wall-sized 3-0 mural

focusing on plant and animal life along the river.

organisms for children to observe and identify.

One teacher collected aquatics

Two teachers took the children hiking

through the sand prairie and completed an ABC activity relating to the prairie inhabitants.

Teachers made big books and class stories as literary extensions to the river. All the

teachers used literature contained in the kit to supplement their units. They gave feedback

on the trips in general. "The children were awed by the beauty of the river. We sat on the

river bank and sketched. It was a great way for them to observe the details," quoted one

•teacher. One child commented that she had never took a trip to the river even though she

lived her whole life here.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Sauk-Prairie school district is fortunate to have available to its students and

teachers a remarkable resource - The Wisconsin River.

A survey of K-2 elementary teachers in Sauk-Prairie was conducted to determine

the current level of use in classroom.

A minimal percentage of K-2 teachers used

materials, completed projects, used speakers or conducted site visits to the river.

Teachers were also surveyed to determine factors which would influence the utilization of

the riverway in the curriculum. Areas of interest, format and type of teacher training were

determined from the questionnaire.

Pre-site visits conducted by a naturalist with site-

specific information were an area of need. Curriculum connections and activities were

also an area of need requested by the teachers.

A review of the literature to determine factors affecting environmental sensitivity

was conducted. Repeated exposure to natural areas with an adult were the first factors

which influenced young children.

Excursions to the river was one way to provide

repeated exposure to natural environments.

literature in regards to using nature experiences.
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Teacher training was also reviewed in

Most teachers surveyed wanted background information and help in determining field

trip sites. They felt having a naturalist conduct a class about the area would be helpful.

Educational activities and lesson plans relating to the visits were also requested.

The review of related literature indicated the best way to motivate teachers to use

outdoor sites in their teaching was to have the teachers directly participate in outdoor

experiences. Strategies on teaching outdoors and utilizing local resources were also

reviewed and a list of techniques developed. Finally the literature and research indicated

frequent nature related experiences make a positive impact on children's attitudes.

With the needs of the teachers and the current research on outdoor experiences

in mind, an inservice was planned to optimize the teachers' use of river topics and site

visits. A naturalist led teachers on preliminary site visits to seven areas along the river.

. Background information and education activities were provided.

Additionally, an

educational packet was developed to provide curriculum connections. An educational kit

with a variety of materials relating to the river was assembled. The kit contained books,

tapes, puppets, puzzles and games relating to the natural history, historical importance

and recreational uses of the river. These items were stored in plastic suitcases and made

available for teachers to use in their classroom. The evaluation of the inservice by the

teachers indicated a highly successful presentation.
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The inclusion of educational objectives relating to the river in the local science

curriculum is a highly probable outcome of this project.

Teachers are requesting the

changes be made. Administrators are supportive of this idea. The science committee

has agreed to establish objectives relating to river topics. The district inservice director

has encouraged additional inservices relating to local field trips sites.

Thirty percent of the K-2 teachers have begun to utilize the information in their

classroom. They have included river related topics in the classroom curriculum. They

have completed projects and activities which relate to the river.

Teachers have taken

children to the river as a field trip for the first time ever. Children are being exposed to the

various facets of the river. They are learning in a natural environment and in an area

relative to their lives and community. Children are being provided with an opportunity to

explore and wonder, developing their natural curiosity.

r;inally, children are being

exposed at an early age to the environment which provides the foundation for inspiring

environmental ethics. These ethics will be what guides the future of our earth.
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Future Recommendations
Several recommendations may be considered for future projects similar to this

study.

A parent component may be one area to include in obtaining support and

understanding for the project. A community event - Annual Clean-Up the River Day- is

held in the early spring.

participate in together.

This may be an event which families and children could

The event may be a way to bridge home and school

communication and provide good public relations for incorporating river-related field -trips

into the local curriculum.

There was a low return on the inservice evaluation completed by the teachers. It

may be better to have the teachers complete the evaluation at the workshop. Additional

interviews with teachers who did not implement river excursions should be conducted to

determine barriers or reasons for not using the materials or site visits. This would provide

information to improve the project format and implementation of the project.

Ideally, financial resources would have been obtained for the project. A better

attendance at the workshop may have occurred if teachers received a stipend for their

time. The project may have been implemented by more teachers if there was money

available for transportation for field trips or speakers.
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Holding the inservice earlier in the school year may have allowed teachers to

incorporate more riverway topics in their curriculum plans and discuss implementation of

activities. Finally, the inclusion of riverway topics in the science curriculum as measurable

objectives may encourage teachers to realize the mandatory status of incorporating these

objectives in their lesson plans.
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I. Introduction:
As an LTE for the Department of Natural Resources during the summer of
1993 I was assigned the task of researching and writing a teacher's guide that
would facilitate use of the Lower Wisconsin State Riverway for educational
purposes. I discovered that a huge amount of resource material exists and that to
properly incorporate it into a guide book would require input from the target
audience, i.e. the teachers.
During the autumn months of 1993 a survey was developed with help from
Al Stenstrup; DNR Bureau of Information and Education and Dave Gjestson;
Riverway Coordinator and Dennis Yockers; DPI. The survey was mailed out to
specific teachers in the four districts in the Riverway (Boscobel, Riverdale, River
Valley, Sauk Prairie), and to administrators in the districts near the Riverway
(Appendix A).
District Administrators form the four districts directly in the LWSR
named specific teachers to contact. A cover letter asked the administrators of
districts outside the LWSR to photocopy and distribute the survey to those
teachers that may be interested in such a project. Additional surveys were sent to
other teachers in districts that have summer school canoeing trips on the LWSR ·
and to the Environmental Education Coordinator for the Madison School District.
Responses were received from 39 (more since the March 31 mailing) educators.
II. Survey Results:

Inventory of Current Education Activities
( 1). Does your school district have an Environmental Education program?
a. yes
b. no
_

If yes, does it specifically refer to the LWSR? In what subject/grade
levels?
81 % of the respondents indicated their district did haue some kind of
EE programming with 50% of those indicating some reference to the
LWSR. Some included their programs in their science classes, others
created special aduanced courses. These were by far in the minority
( 13%).

(2). Do you currently use any State provided resources in your instruction? (i.e.
DNR pamphlets or fact sheets, State Historical Society booklets, etc.)
a. yes
b. no

If yes, which are most helpful?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
78% of the respondents said they use state publications in their
instruction (for a complete list of which publications are used see
AppendiH B). More high school teachers use public literature that
either middle school or elementary teachers. (38%, 24%, and 31 %
respectiuely)
(3 ). Do you currently use activities from Project Wild, Wild Aquatic, or Project
Learning Tree?
a. yes
b. no
74% of the teachers answered yes to this question.
(4). Do you include guest speakers to speak on LWSR issues and topics?
a. yes
b. no

If yes, who are they?
Only 13% use outside speakers. AppendiH C.

(5). Are you currently using any State Riverway topics in your curriculum?
a. yes
b. no
31 % use Riuerway topics in their instruction with half of those being
high school teachers.
(6). Do you currently take field trips to the LWSR?
a. yes
b. no

If yes, what locations do you use? If no, why?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Only 31 % take students to the Riuerway for field trips. See AppendiH
D for a list of locations used.

(7). Do your students currently perform any water quality testing on the
Wisconsin River or it's tributaries?
a. yes
b. no
If yes, where and what have they tested?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Only 13% haue done any water quality testing with 60% of those being
at the high school leuel. Boscobel and Riuer Ualley were the only
districts testing the Wisconsin Riuer. For a list of test sites, see
AppendiH E.

(8).Do your students complete any group or individual projects on the Wisconsin
River?
a. yes
b. no
If yes, please give an example

15% use the riuer for projects, with high schools and middle schools
splitting euenly at 50%~ ·

(9). Please recommend any educational materials you are using that could be
useful in a Riverway teacher's guide.
For a complete listing of the responses to Questions 9
AppendiH F.

&,

10 see

(9). Please recommend any Audio-visual aids you are using that could be useful
in a Riverway teacher's guide.
Needs Assessment
(1 ). Would you participate in a DNR sponsored workshop/in-service on education

possibilities for the LWSR?
a. yes
b. no
For how long? i.e. 1/2 day, 1 day, 2 day, etc.
When?

_Weekend _Summer _Weekday _Other

Ouerwhelmingly, teachers want some kind of in-seruice with 89%
indicating they would attend a ONR sponsored workshop. A one day
summer workshop was the popular choice, but a one weekend day in
the summer was a close second. The suggestion was made to offer it
for credit through one of the uniuersities

· (2). What activities would best suit your needs in such a workshop?
a. guided tours
b. lecture/AV presentation
c. testing demonstrations

d. other_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Guided tours was the popular response with 29 teachers indicating
that was a desirable actiuity. Testing demonstrations were the
second most popular (23) and lecture/AU presentation the least
popular( 17).

(3). Please rate the following topic areas on a high (3), medium (2), or low ( l)
priority scale.?
_ _ a. curriculum framework _ _ b. teaching activities
_ _c: site descriptions

_ _d. evaluation materials

_ _ d. computer materials
_ _f. bibliographic materials
Ratings:
High School
1. Site Descriptions
2. Teaching actiuities
3. Computer materials
RU resources list
4. Eualuation materials
5. Bibliographic materials
6. Curriculum framework

_ _e. AV resources list
g. other_ _ _ _ _ __

Middle School
1. Teaching Rctiuities
2. Site descriptions
3. RU resources list
4. Computer materials
5. Curriculum framework/
Bibliographic materials
6. Eualuation materials

Elementary School
1. Teaching actiuities
2. Curriculum framework
3. Site descriptions

4. Bibliographic materials/
RU resources list
5. Eualuation materials
6. Computer materials

(5). Please rate the following topic areas on a high (3), medium (2), or low (1)
priority scale.
_ _a. wildlife habitats

_ _ b. history

- ._c. geology/fossils/minerals _ _d. native Americans
•

_ _e. botany/bugs/birds

_ _f. water quality/issues/monitoring

_ _ g. biodiversity

_ _ h. economics

__ i. hydrology

-~j. social issues

__ k. art/literature

_ _ I. cultural

__ m. aquatic

_ _ n. recreation

_ o . other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

The best to least ranking for these 14 topics follows:
1.Wildlife habitats
2. Water quality/monitoring tied with botany/bugs/birds
3. Biodiuersity
4. Natiue Americans tied with hydrology
5. Aquatic
6. Geo Io g y / f o s s i Is/mine ra Is
7. History
8. Social issues
9. Recreation
10. Cultural
11. Economics
1 2. Art/literature
This ranking is an ouerall rank as indicated by the cumulatiue
responses of all teachers. The following is a breakdown by grade
leuels:
Middle School
High School
1. Water quality/monitoring
1. Wildlife habitats
2. Water quality/monitoring
2. Botany/bugs/birds
3. Biodiuersity
3. Natiue Americans
Wildlife habitats
Botany/bugs/bi rd s
Aquatic
Biodiuersity
4. Hydrology
4. Hydrology
5. Geo Io g y / f o s s iIs/mine ra Is
S.Geology/ fossils/ minerals
6. History
6. Social issues
7. Natiue Americans
7. History
Economics
Culture
Socral issues
8. Recreation
8. Recreation
Economics
9. Art/literature
9. Culture
1 0. Art/literature
18. Aquatic
Elementary School
1. Natiue Americans
5. Water quality/monitoring
2. Wildlife habitats
6. Hydrology
Culture
Botany/bugs/bi rd s
3. History
7. Biodiuersity
Art/literature
Social issues
4. Geology/fossils/minerals
8. Economics

Aquatic
Recreation

(6). Please rate the following topic areas on a high (3), medium (2), or low (1)
priority scale.
_ _ a. site specific descriptions

_ _ b. loop tour descriptions

_ _ c. site specific activities

_ _ d. AV /bibliographic listings

_ _ e. DNR naturalist support
The ouerall response was different than the indiuidual group
responses. The total of the three combined groups was as follows:
1. Site specific actiuities( 103)
2. Site specific descriptions(98)
3. DNR naturalist support(96)
4. Loop tour descriptions(85)
5. AU/bibliographic listings(75)
The break down by groups is as
High School
1. Site specific actiuities(34)
2. Site specific descriptions(32)
3. DNR naturalist support(31)
4. Loop tour descriptions(27)
5.AU/bibliographic listings

follows:
Middle School
1. Site specific descriptions(29)
2. Site specific actiuities(28)
3. DNR naturalist supportC24)
4. Loop tour descriptions(23)
5. RU/bibliographic listings( 19)

Elementary School
1. Site specific actiuities(33)
DNR naturalist support(33)
2. Site specific descriptions(30)
3. Loop tour descriptions(29)
4. RU/bibliographic listings(23)

(7). Which would be most useful to you: specific content, i.e. wildlife, forestry,
history; or broad field - interrelated subject material?
57% indicated a preference for broad-field interrelated subject
material. Of those who chose specific content; topics included
witdlife, history, human impact, restoration, forestry, and
ecosystems.

* Water Quality Monitoring - Several watersheds in the state have students from
different schools measuring water quality and sharing the data they are collecting
by computer network or mail. Some schools do macroinvertebrate testing, some
do chemical testing and some do both.
(8). Would you/your class be willing to conduct on-going monitoring of the
water quality of the LWSR watershed?
a. yes
b. no
21 teachers sailMhey would be interested in water quality testing.
43% (9) were high school teachers. Of the elementary teachers who
responded, one they would test on Black Earth Creek, another said the
same for the Pine Riuer, and another checked yes to question #8 but
did not check anything for question #9.

If yes: _ ] year _3 years _Monthly
Seuen teachers responded positiuely to both yearly and monthly
testing whil-e fiue said they would be interested in making the three
year commitment.

(9). What equipment would your school require to complete the following?
Please circle.
Macroinvertebrate: boots nets trays other_ _ __
12 teachers checked the need for boots, 13 for nets, and 11 for trays.
One teacher checked "other" and asked for keys to identify what they
find.

Chemical:

test kits ( list from William Stapp's book)

18 asked for chemical testing kits and one additional teacher asked
for a colifonn test kit.

(10). What student level do you think would most likely take a field trip to the
LWSR? Circle one.
a.
b.
c.
d.

high school
middle school
elementary school
university

Most teachers (21) thought that the high school was the grade leuel
most likely to use the Riuerway for field trip. 19 preferred the middle
leuel, and 8 thought the elementary grades were like to take field
trips to the Riuerway. The majority of teachers thought their own
grade leuels were most likely to go, i.e. high school teachers checked
high school.

(11 ). What is the most serious barrier to using the LWSR as an educational

resource?
Time and money were the two most frequent responses to this
question. Safety issues was anoth.er oft cited response. See AppendiH

G.
II I. Conclusions
The majority of schools surveyed have some kind of Environmental
Education plan in place although there seems to be no cohesive "glue" that binds
programs together even though the Department of Public Instruction mandates
that EE be taught. Moreover, the Lower Wisconsin State Riverway is not being
used to its' full potential as an educational resource. With its' diverse habitats and
biodiversity being one of the key buzz words in the field of natural resources
every effort should be made to make it easier for teachers to utilize the resource.
While state produced publications are used by three out of four of those
surveyed, there again is no ·consistency to their use. One problem lies in the fact
that there is no comprehensive catalog to DNR publications. The Edu'cator is
too generic and does not provide for any learning past general education. Many
teachers can, and do go beyond that level.
Each bureau has its' own list and in corresponding with the individual
bureaus may be a paper makers dream, it is a teacher's nightmare. It is
interesting to note that high school teachers use slightly more of the publications
that either the middle level or elementary school teachers. Much of the printed
material is too advanced for the use of younger students. Perhaps the resource
material should be addressed more toward educators. In research regarding
Resource Managers attitudes toward education, it has been established that the
resource managers would prefer to educate the teachers than to work with several
classes of younger students (citation from Steven's Point).= The reason for this
preference is merely a lack of time, not any dislike of school age people.
The State Historical Society of Wisconsin is better cataloged than the DNR
and provides material upon request. Many of the works are available through
Interlibrary Loan, or are accessed through computers or Fax requests. Many of
the works cited are available in the Wisconsin Historical Collections. The SHSW
developed this through years of experience since they were established before
Wisconsin became a state. The inventory of historical information they carry is,
however, astronomical, and includes, original manuscripts, early photographs,
archeological records, and much more.
Three out of four teachers surveyed use at least one of the Project Wild,

Wild Aquatic, or Project Learning Tree, formats. It is an obvious asset to
education to the LWSR. Many of the activities are multi-media oriented and
incorporate active rather than passive participation. One activity, "To dam or
not to dam", in the Wild Aquatic book is an excellent choice for river education
and could easily be adapted to more specific Riverway topics.
The vast majority of teachers do not use outside speakers regarding
Riverway topics. As mentioned previously, many resource managers feel their
time is too short to adequately fi II the needs of teachers(citation from Point).
However, the managers could be used effectively to provide training for the
teachers during a workshop or in-service. Riverway topics are addressed by less
than 1/3 of the teachers surveyed and a common reason cited for this is the fact
that they know little or nothing of the resources available. Half of those who do
use the river in their lesson plans are at the high school level.
Current locations for field trips are in close proximity to the school. It is
difficult for higher level students to be away from their schools and other classes
for any length of time. One solution for this is to incorporate Riverway topics
across the curriculum. Many districts have accomplished this and the University
of Illinois - Edwardsville is currently developing curriculum materials to be
completed during the summer of 1994. Computer networks have been established
in other river systems to compare data from different sources. Water quality
testing of the LWSR has been done in a scattering of instances and appropriate
data collection could facilitate further, more organized data. It is not prerequisite
to monitor only the LWSR. Data from tributaries would be interesting to
compare LWSR data to. River study projects are found only in the upper grades.
Nearly 90% of the teachers surveyed would attend an in-service regarding
Riverway topics. By utilizing the knowledge and expertise of the Riverway
resourfe managers, and with prior planning, a great leap i§ possible, in
educational use of the LWSR. Further, if such a workshop provided college
credit or at the least was credited to professional development requirements for
the individual's district or DPI clock hours it would likely be even more well
attended. A central location and a summer schedule would work well into the
plans of most teachers. Field trips to various sites or habitats would reinforce the
knowledge gained at seminars incorporated into the workshop. In order for
water quality monitoring to be successful a uniform method would have to be
established that would provide the necessary data.
Site descriptions and teaching activities were preferred materials for a
teacher's guide for the LWSR. Respondents indicated a lack of knowledge about
the places to go and what could be taught at those places. Evaluation materials
and bibliographic information ranked low in all three grade levels. Computer

materials ,ranked in the middle except for elementary teachers who ranked it last.
Computers linked via modems create the possibility of networking and data
comparison and electronic communication systems.
Subject areas were grouped by grade levels with more scientific
areas of study preferred by teachers of older students and more cultural subjects
being preferred by the younger grades. High school teachers ranked water
quality monitoring first while middle school teachers ranked wildlife habitats and
elementary teachers placed Native Americans first. Art and literature was tied
for third with History on the elementary list and placed last or second to last for
the other two categories. Economics ranked low for all three groups. The
biological sciences and some sort of historical subjects were preferred by the
majority of respondents. The majority (57%) indicated a preference for broad
field, inter-related subject areas.
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.-----------------------------------------------------

Lower Wisconsin Riverway Educational Needs survey
The Lower Wisconsin State Riverway was created by the Legislature in 1989. It is 92.3 miles
long from the dam at Prairie du Sac to it's confluence with the Mississippi. The Riverway
encompasses over 79,000 acres with more than 38,000 acres controlled by the Department of
Natural Resources. These lands provide homes to many plant and animal species, including
some on the endangered and threatened species list. There are 18 Natural Acres, two State
Parks, and possibly the most diverse habitats in the state. The Riverway is also rich in cultural
history.
Our goal, by contacting teachers in school districts in the vicinity of the Riverway is to access:

A If there is a need for a teacher's guide - similar to those used in the State
Parks
B. If so, what would best facilitate use of the riverway for educational purposes.

C. Who would benefit most from development of this project (i.e. Biology
teachers, Middle Level Social Studies teachers. Elementary teachers, etc.)
D. What would you like to see included in a teacher's guide or staff
development/training?
Please take a few moments to fill out the survey and send it back to me.
Mark Sethne
1971 Fountain Bluff Lane
Platteville, WI 53818
(608) 348-2766
Thank you for your time and effort in this project. I will keep your name in my database to let
you know if/when there is a final product.
GENERAL INFORMATION

1. Your Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2. District Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
3. Name of School_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4. School Address_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

5. Grade Level/Subject Areas_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Inventory of Current Education Activities

1.

Does your school district have an Environmental Education program?
yes
no

2.

Do you currently use any State provided resources in your instruction? (i.e. DNR
pamphlets or fact sheets, State Historical Society booklets, etc.)
yes
no

3.

Do you currently use activities from Project Wild, Wild Aquatic, or Project
Leaming Tree?

yes

no

4.

Do you include guest speakers to speak on LWSR issues and topics?
yes
no

5.

Are you currently using any State Riverway topics in your curriculum?
yes
no

6.

Do you currently take field trips to the LWSR?
yes
no

7.
Do your students currently perform any water quality testing on the Wisconsin
it's tributaries?
yes
no
8.

River or

Do your students currently complete any group or individual projects on the
Wisconsin River?
yes
no

9.
Please recommend any educational materials you are using that could be useful in a
riverway teacher's guide.
10.

Please recommend any Audio-visual aids you are using that could be useful in a
Riverway teacher's guide.
Needs Assessment

1.

Would you participate in a DNR sponsored workshop/inservice on education
possibilities for the LWSR?
yes
no
For how long? i.e. 1/2 day, 1day, etc . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2.

What activities would best suit your needs in such a workshop?
a. guided tours
b. lecture/AV presentation
c. testing demonstrations

3.

4.

d. other_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Please rate the following topics on a high (3) medium (2), or low (1) priority scale.
·_a. curriculum framework

_b. teaching activities

_c. site description

_d. evaluation materials

_e. computer materials

_f. AV resources

_g. bibliographic materials

_.h. other_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Please rate the following topics areas on a high (3), medium (2), or low (1) priority
scale.
_a. wildlife habitats

_

_c. geology/fossils/minerals
~e. botany/bugs/birds

b. history
d. native Americans

_

f. water quality/issues/monitoring

__g. biodiversity

_h. economics

_i. hydrology

__j. social needs

_k. art/literature

_I. cultural

_m. aquatic

_n. recreation

_ . other_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

5.

6.

Please rate the following topic areas on a high (3), medium (2), or low (1) priority
scale.
_

a. site specific description

_b. loop tour description

_

c. site specific activities

_d. AV/bibliographic listings

_

e. DNR naturalist support

What is the most serious banier to using the LWSR as an educational resource?

River Excursion Teacher Resource Packet List

I.

Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources Publications
A.

Blackhawk Unit Brochure

B.

Life Tracks
Lake Sturgeon
Raccoon
River Otter
Blanchard's Cricket Frog
Ornate Box Turtle
Wood Turtle
Beaver
Muskrat

C.

State Natural Area Bulletins
Mazomanie Bottoms
Ferry Bluffs
Tower Hill Bottoms
Spring Green Reserve
Mazomanie Oak Barrens

Ill.

State Historical Museum Publication
The Wisconsin Fur Trade

II.

Articles
"Wisconsin Paddlefish" -Wisconsin Natural Resources Magazine

"Discover Rivers" - Copycat Magazine
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LOWER WISCONSIN RIVERWAY EDUCATIONAL
NEEDS SURVEY RESULTS
The following data was compiled from the results of twelve surveys administered to
teachers in the Sauk-Prairie School District in November, 1995. Symbols in this survey
are defined as follows:
N= the total number of individuals who responded
to the items
n= the number of individuals who chose a particular optional response in a given
item
%= the percentage of individuals who selected a
particular response
The purpose of this section was to obtain information on current educational uses relating
to the Wisconsin River. Information found on tables 4.1 and table 4.2.
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Table 4.1. Inventory of Current Education Activities

Yes

No

n:

3

6

%:

33

66

n:

5

6

%:

45

55

n:

5

7

%:

42

48

n:

1

8

%:

11

92

n:

3

9

%:

9

75

2

10

%:

17

83

n:

0

10

%:

0

100

n:

0

10

%:

0

100

Question

1

2

3

4

5

6

Does your school district have an
environmental education program?

Do you currently use any State provided
resources in your instruction?

Do you currently use activities from Project
WILD or Learning Tree?

Do you include guest speakers to speak on
LWSR issues and topics?

Are you currently using any Sate Riverway
topics in your curriculum?

Do you currently take field trips to theLWSR?
n:
-

7

8

Do your students currently perform any water
quality testing?

Do your students complete any group or
individual projects on the LWSR?
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Table 4.2 Teacher Preference for Type of Workshop
..

..

1

2

3

4

n'.

Question

%:

Would you participate in a DNR
sponsored workshop on the
educational possibiities for the
LWRS?

Yes

12

100

No

0

0

Length of workshop

½day

2

17

1 day

5

42

2 day

5

42

weekday

0

0

weekend

5

42

summer

8

66

Guided tours

6

50

lecture

3

25

demonstration

3

25

When workshop held

What activities would best suit your
needs?
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NEEDS ASSESSMENT
The purpose of this section is to determine the needs of teachers to enable them to utilize
the river as teaching resource. Scale used as follows: (2) = high; (2) = medium; (1) = low

Table 4.3.1 Teacher Preference for topics, Average score Reported

topic area

mean score

n value

curriculum framework

2.0

6

site description

2.8

7

computer materials

1.2

6

bibliographic materials

1.7

8

teaching activities

2.6

7

evaluation materials

1.8

6

AV resources

2.1

7
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Table 4.3.2. Teacher Preference for Topic Areas

topic

average score

n value

wildlife habitats

3.0

6

geology/fossil/materials

2.4

7

botany /bugs/birds

2.8

6

biodiversity

2.4

6

hydrology

2.1

6

art/literature

2.3

7

history

2.6

7

native americans

2.5

8

water quality/issues

2.3

6

economics

2.0

7

social issues

2.6

6

cultural

2.6

6
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Table 4.3.3. Teacher Preference for Topics

average score

nvalue

site specific descriptions

2.5

7

site specific activities

2.8

8

loop tour descriptions

2.5

8

AV/bibilographic

2.4

8

topic
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Wisconsin River Educational Kit Contents
Books and Authors:
River and seas - Llewellyn
Down The River - Pierce
Amazing Otters - Brounell
Otters Under Water - Arnosky
Box Turtle At Long Pond - George
Raccoon at Clear Creek Road - otts
Let's Explore A River - McCauley
Up River - Asch
A Day On The River - Michl
The Little River - Rose
A River Rand Wild - Cherry
A River Adventure - Morgan
Think Of a Beaver - Wallace
Where The River Begins - Locker
Signs Along The River - Robertoon
My River - Halpern
Three Days On A River In A Red Canoe -Williams
River Day - Mason
All Along The River - Fowler
The River - Jeenesse
Lakes and Rivers - Arventis
Wonders of Rivers - Bains
Luting Swift River Go - Cooney
Rivers and Oceans - Layler
The River That Gave Gifts - Humphrey
The Woman Who Outshone The Sun - Marting
Sleepy River - Bandes
Rivers and Lakes - Wood
Kids Discover Rivers - Sands
River Life - Faylor
Pond & River - Parker
Unfolding River - March
Activity GuidesMississippi River - Middleton
Fur Trade - Lumberjacks and Logging
GamesRiver, Roads, & Rails
Upstream Puzzle

PuppetsMallard Duck
Beaver
Otter
Dragonfly
VideoWisconsin River
Gather Like The Waters
Audio CassetteOur Rivers: Yesterday, Today & Tomorow
PostcardsVarious animals
Local scenes
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INSTRUCTIONS: Submit original and five (5) copies with
budget (WEES 2) =d narrative to:

Wisconsin Environmental Education Board
WEEB-1 (T New 9-94}

WISCONSIN ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION BOARD
P.O. BOX 7841
MADISON, WI 53717-7841

/ncludtt Consortium Vttrification if r.quirttd.

Appllcatlon Cover Page
GENERAL~FORMATION
1.

I

WI Legislative Distric!{s)
Assembly District(s):

Senate Distric!(s):

51
2.

Nonprofit or LEA ID #

0
0

5100
3.

Stata Agency

213 ,"1aple St.

Zip

Sauk City., WI

53583

Telephone Area/No.

Project Director/Contact Person

608-643-4438

Mailing Address (If different from above) Streer. Ciry, State, Zip

Route 1 Fjord Cr.
7.

School

Other Sp9Cify

Tamara Kochaver
5.

ca

t.\Jnicipal Government

Mailing Address Str96r. Ciry, Stats.

Administering 0-garuzation

Sauk Prairie Sc~ools
4.

0
0

College/Unive'3ity

1 7 ..

6.

Prairie du Sac., WI

181

53578

Project Tide ·

8.

RIVER EXCURSIONS:

If differant addresses, send mail to:

Outdoor Teaching Areas

O

Project Director

Previously Submittsd
Priority Addressed

Organization

0

A , i3 , C

9.

Grant Reque,t

$

4880

Project&d Start Data

Matching Funds

$

1450

Project&d End Data

Pct Match: Grant

___3_0______ %

(25o/. Minimum)

Duration:

d11Jy 1995
September 199b

14

Months

CERT1F1CA TlON
If this project is approved. the undersigned e&r'lifies that the organ~tion will participate as in~~ in the narrative and wiB provide the matching dollars by
cash. satvicas, or inkind contnbutions. None ol these grant funds win be used to supplant axistmg lvncing.
_
Tide

Chief Officar

Dr.

Richard Magnuson

Su
Date Signed

ABSTRACT

Umit to spacs prcvidsd.

RIVER E):CURSIONS will identify and develop four outdoor teaching areas
along the Lower Wisconsin Riverway for prima-y childr1~n.
Compilation of
r-esources, I iterature, books and materials wi 11 be used to integrate science,
math, social studies, art and history into the curriculum.
A two-day workshop for fifteen teachers wi l 1 provide background information., teaching
strategies and on-site experiences on the lower Wisconsin Riverway.
The
teachers wi I I implemen~ the workshop contents during the fol lowing school
year.
A summary of the effectiveness wi I l be compiled and procedure/
framework can be shared with various agencies, conferences or groups.

PROJECT NARRATIVE
Applicant: Sauk Prairie Schools
A. Title: River Excursions
B. Statement of Need:
Fifteen elementary teachers form Sauk Prairie Schools will be served directly by this project. They in turn will
affect approximately 300 students in kindergarten, first and second grade. The Department of Natural Resources
administered a questionnaire to teachers which indicated a strong need and desire to utilize the Lower Wisconsin
R1verway as potential outdoor teaching sites. Research supports the effectiveness of providing direct participation
of teachers in outdoor experiences to promote an understanding of the environment. Sauk Prairie is fortunate to
have access to a remarkable resource · The Lower Wisconsin R1verway- which is rich in historical. cultural and
natural history. Currently, the river is not utilized in the district curriculum and children are missing a natural
opportunity to develop awareness. knowledge and positive ethics toward the environment. Teacher training to
,ncorporate outdoor experiences through an integrated curriculum can promote these environmental goals. The
teacher training can increase confidence to provide skills to expose children to the wonder of the riverway.
C. Project Goals, Objective. and Assessment:
Goal 1: To increase the understanding of appropriate teaching strategies by utilizing the Lower Wisconsin
R1verway as outdoor teaching sites and develop an integrated curricula which promotes awareness. knowledge and
ethics in young children.

Objective 1. 1: Project director will collaborate with the Department of Natural Resources, the Lower Wisconsin
Riverway project. local historical societies and local citizens to obtain information on natural areas along the river.
• Assessment of Objective 1. 1: A comprehensive document will be produced to include historical, cultural and
natural history information on the natural areas which will be reviewed by various agencies for accuracy.
Objective 1 . 2 Project director and naturalist will develop appropriate teaching strategies for an integrated
curriculum and train teachers in a two day workshop for teachers to experience direct contact with river resources
and basic environmental concepts.
• Assessment of Objective 1. 2: An agenda of the workshop will provide evidence of the content of the inservice.
An opiniona1re will be administered to participating teachers to indicate the quality of the workshop.
Goal 2: To increase the awareness. knowledge and ethics in young children through direct exposure to natural
teaching areas within an integrated curriculum.
Objective 2. 1: Participating teachers will use at least one outdoor teaching site and apply the learned knowledge
acquired by participating in the workshop.
• Assessment of 2. 1: A checklist of each field trip completed by participating teachers will assure intentions of the
pro1ect. Anecdotal records will also be used.

Objective 2.2 Children will acquire an awareness. basic knowledge and positive ethics towards the river.
• Assessment of 2.2: Children will demonstrate applied understanding of the:environmental objectives through
projects or other ex'amples incorporating authentic assessment of the material.
Project Assessment: The overall assessment of the project will be conducted in July 1996. A compilation of
opinionaire, checklist, anecdotal records of children's and teachers experience, and final teacher survey will be
utilized in preparing a final report to the be submitted to the Wisconsin Environmental Education Board by
September 1. 1996
D. Project Activities
Objective 1. 1 : Project Director will collaborate with the Department of Natural Resources, the Lower Wisconsin
Riverway project, local historical society and local citizens to obtain information on teaching sites along the river.
Activity 1. 1. 1 The project director will obtain information from the Department of Natural Resources - Bureau of
Information to disseminate to teachers
Act1v1ty 1. 1. 2 The project director will determine four outdoor teaching sites along the Lower Wisconsin
Riverway personnel and collect appropriate information.
Activity 1. 1. 3 The project director will contact local historical society and local citizens to obtain historical and
cultural information about the river.
Activity 1. 1 .4 The project director will compile the background information into a booklet form by August, 1995.
Ob/ec tive 1. 2 : Project director and naturalist will develop appropriate teaching strategies for an integrated
curriculum and train teachers in a two day workshop to experience direct contact with river resources and basic
environmental concepts.

Activity 1. 2. 1 The project director will rJbtain a commitment of part1c1pat1ng teachers by July 1 995
Activity 1 2. 2 The proiect director and naturalist will meet during the months of July and August, 1995 to plan
the instructional program for the workshop.
Activity 1. 2. 3 Part1cipat1ng teachers will attend a two day workshop on August 1 7 and 1 8. 1995
Activity 1. 2 .4 Participants will receive resources such as field guides. literature and information on environmental
educational concepts and nverway teaching areas.
Activity 1 .2.5 Participating teachers will complete an opinionaire of the effectiveness of the workshop.
Objective 2. 1: Participating teachers will use at least one outdoor teaching site and apply the learned knowledge
acquired by participating in the workshop.
Activity 2. 1. 1 Participants will assist 111 developing an integrated curriculum specific to their own classrooms.
Activity 2 1 2 Participates will complete a field trip checklist and collect anecdotal records of children· s and
teacher's observations.
Objective 2.2: Children will acquire an awareness. basic knowledge and positive ethics towards the river.
Activity 2. 2. 1. Children will complete a pro1ect which demonstrates the applied environmental goals from the river
excursions.
Activity 2.2.3 .. Pro1ect director vvill compile and interpret questionnaire. anecdotal records and checklist to
determine effects of the workshop by September 1 996.
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E. Staff Qualifications
Tamara Kochaver, Project director /instructor B.S. (Elementary Education) M.S. Candidate (Environmental
Education). Twelve years teaching elementary students at Sauk-Prairie. Science Curriculum Chairperson for 3
years on Curriculum Council, Environmental School liaison. Mark Sethne, Project Consultant: B. S. (Secondary
Science Education), M.S. candidate (Natural Resources). Four years experience working in various capacities for
the Department of Natural Resources on the Lower Wisconsin Riverway. Mike Mossman, Project consultant,
instructor B.S. (Biology), M.S.(Wildlife Ecology). Twenty years of experience working tor the Department of
Natural Resources. Conducted numerous conferences, speaking engagements, workshops on environmental topics.
Various environmental publications in journals and books. Consultant and naturalist for documentary on the Lower
Wisconsin Riverway.
F. Innovations Ample research on environmental education for young children outlines and supports using
outdoor teaching sites and integrated curriculum. The application of this research into classroom practices is
limited. Adapting curricula to uses local teaching sites and providing direct experiences for teachers will help
bridge the gap between research and application.
G. Continuation
The lower Wisconsin Riverway coordinator, Dave Gjetson, has expressed an interest in developing instructional
materials and curriculum on the river. This project can provide a framework for additional development of teaching
sites. The Sauk-Prairie School district may consider expanding the integration of the river in the curriculum through
all grades.. The potential for citizen action by students on a meaningful resource is evident. The Lower Wisconsin
Riverway and Sauk County Resource Board are potential financial resources for expanding this project
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BUDGET SUMMARY
Telephone Area/No.

Project Oiree1or

Administering Organization

Tamara Kochaver

Sauk Prairie Schools
Budget Category

Activity Numb«

(608)

Grant Reque:st

Match"

643-4438

Type/Source

Salary /Honoraria

Consultant: Mark Sethne

1.1.1,1.1.2
1.2 .2

$

Consultant/Instructor Mike
Mossman
(5 days@ $200/day
Project director:Tamara
Kochaver

1.2.2,2.1.1 $ 1000

Honoraria

1.2.1,1.2.3

15 teachers@ $100

200

Service/Lower
Wisconsin Riverwa

500

Service/supplies

1.1.2,1.1.

all

1000
1500

Fringe Benefits

N/A

Travel

P r o j e ct D i recto r t rave l

1.

1.1 , 1 . 1.. 2

participant travel

1. 2. 3

student travel

2. 2. 1

meals

1. 2. 3

100

50
100

financial
financial-Sauk
Prairie Schools

300
150

Ma19rials/Supplies

Printing
Resource Materials:
video tapes-Gathering ofWater
($75)
Cromwel 1($25)
15 field guides ($150)
2 binoculars
($75)
15- Sense of Wonder ($150)
2 backpacks ($75)

1. 1. 4

100

2.1.1,2.1.2
1.2. 4, 2 .2 .1

10.3 0

100

equipment-Sauk
Prairie School

Other

30 Cromwell books ($300)
8 field guides ($80)
2-compass,magnify glass,
1st Aid kits.,containers, ($200)
DNR publications
conference space/equipment
TOTAL

·Matching ContribU1ions: (Total

Salaries:_~$._7'---"-0..:;0....;.'------

Suppl ies/DNR
Sauk Prairie Schoo'

s 4880

s 14 5 0
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River Excursion lnservice Flyer and Agenda
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Wi5CON5iN RiV8R IN5eRViCe
APRiL13

9:00-5:00PM
INTRODUCTiON TO rt,e LOWeR Wi5CON5iN RiVeR
TOPiC5:
GeOLOGY
PRe5eTTLeMeNT veGeToTiON\oNiMoL Life
NoTiVe PeOPLe
eaRLY eXPLOReR5
P05T-5eTTLeMeNT f-1i5TORY
CURReNT LoND5CoPe, fLORa, foUNo
FieLD TRiP5:
PRoi Rie DU 5ac DoM
AUGU5T DeRLeTt, PaRK
AUGU5T DeRLeTt, LOWeR MeaDOW
MoZOMoNie BaRReN5

APRiL 20

9 :00-5:00PM
fi€LD TRiP5:
FeRRY BLUFF
5PRiNG PRoiRie
TOWeR HiLL
MoZOMoNie WiLDLiFe ARea

LeD BY MiKe M055MoN (DNR) oND ToMMY kOCtiaVeR.
MoNY MoTeRioL5 oND f-1oNDOUT5 PROViDeD. CURRiCULUM
iDea5, oCTiViTie5 aND 5TRareGie5 coveReD.

INFROMaTiVe, fUN, IDea5 GaLORe!
5iG-N UP FOR iN5eRViCe, COMP TiMe OR
SNOW DoY MoKe-uP. fiLL OUT Tt,i5 5-Heer oND
ReTuRN TO ToMMY KOCf1oVeR (5PRuce 5T.) BY
APRiL 4T-H, 1996.

5iG-N Me UP FOR
APRiL 13 - - APRiL 20. - - NaMe: - - - - - - - GRaDe: - - - - - - - 5Cf100L: - - - - - - -

Wisconsin River lnservice program
Agenda
April 13, 1996, 0900, 1200h,classroom. Introduction to the Lower Wisconsin River,
and reference materials.
Topics to cover:
1.
Geology/formation/origin, including cambrian
seas, sediments, subsequent erosion, glacial and periglacial
features, subsequent changes.
2.

Presettlement vegetation and animal life

3.
Native People (Winnebago, Fox, Sauk,
Menominee) and early explorers (Marquette/Joliet, Hennepin,
Carver, Schoolcraft, Featherstonaugh,etc.) fur trade (Pierre
Paquette.etc.)
4.
Post-settlement
history,
Changes
in
population, industry, land use, transportati~n (e.g. ferries),
landscape. The dam, lead mining, logging.etc.
5.
Today, Landscape, flora and fauna, Lower
Wisconsin Riverway Population Land use. Issues (riverway,
Highway 12, etc).
1300-1700h, field trip, Prairie du Sac dam (influence on river, eagles, paddlefish, effect
on biota, water levels) August Derleth Park (what teachers can show students so
close to home). Derleth's "Lower Meadows"
and railroad tracks (land use changes, Derleth's writings, grassland birds, wetland
loses at Fuchs) If extra time, proceed to Mazomanie Barrens, and eliminate that site
from second day.
April 20, 1996- 1000-1730h, Field trip. Participants should have read designated
subset of materials handled out on first day. Ferry Bluff (geology, human use) Spring
Green Prairie (biology, management, land use history) Tower Hill (lead mining,
geology, view upstream, human history, possibly with help of Wayne Schuette)
Mazomanie Wildlife Area (management options, biota, view back to Ferry Bluff, nude
beach, barrens,
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River Excursion Teacher Resource Packet List
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.Wisconsin River Educational Kit Contents
Books and Authors:
River and seas - Llewellyn
Down The River - Pierce
Amazing Otters - Brounell
Otters Under Water - Arnosky
Box Turtle At Long Pond - George
Raccoon at Clear Creek Road - otts
Let's Explore A River - McCauley
Up River - Asch
A Day On The River - Michl
The Little River - Rose
A River Rand Wild - Cherry
A River Adventure - Morgan
Think Of a Beaver - Wallace
Where The River Begins - Locker
Signs Along The River - Robertoon
My River - Halpern
Three Days On A River In A Red Canoe - Williams
River Day - Mason
All Along The River - Fowler
The River - Jeenesse
Lakes and Rivers - Arventis
Wonders of Rivers - Bains
Luting Swift River Go - Cooney
Rivers and Oceans - Layler
The River That Gave Gifts - Humphrey
The Woman Who Outshone The Sun - Marting
Sleepy River - Bandes
Rivers and Lakes - Wood
Kids Discover Rivers - Sands
River Life - Faylor
Pond & River - Parker
Unfolding River - March
Activity GuidesMississippi River - Middleton
Fur Trade - Lumberjacks and Logging
GamesRiver, Roads, & Rails
Upstream Puzzle
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PuppetsMallard Duck
Beaver
Otter
Dragonfly
VideoWisconsin River
Gather Like The Waters
Audio CassetteOur Rivers: Yesterday, Today & Tomorow
PostcardsVarious animals
Local scenes
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Teachers lnservice Evaluation
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£volua.tion
l.

Was the inservice beneficial in obtaining background information
about the Wisconsin River?

l
not at all

2.

2

3

4

5

3

4

5

3

4

s

3

4

s

Would you be interested in additional inservicesusing the same
field-trip format on other local areas?
2

8.

5

Do you feel it would be beneficial to include the Wisconsin River
as part of the science curriculum?
2

7.

4

How likely will you be in using the information or site visits ~ith
your classroom?

2

6.

3

Were curriculum connections apparent in the utilization of the ~isconsin
River in the classroom?

2

5.

5
very much

Was it beneficial to have a naturalist conduct the pre-site visits?

2

4.

4

Was it beneficial to have pre-visits to sites for future field trips?

2

3.

3

Comments:

3

4

s

